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Kissin in the Back Row of the Movies The Drifters 
 

 [INTRO]  SINGLE STRUMS 

Your [G]momma says that [Em]through the week you [Am]can't go out with [D]me, 

but [A]when the weekend [A7]comes around, she [D]knows where we//// [D7]will be. 

                                                                                                    start playing here 

 

Kissin' in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you,[Am] 

holding hands to[D]gether, you and [D7]I, holding hands to[C]gether, oh [D]yeah! 

Smooching in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you, [Am] 

we could stay [D]forever you and [D7]I, we could stay for[C]ever you and [Cm]I, 

Hug[G]ging and a kissin in the [D]backrow of the [C]moo…[G]vies. 

 

Every [D]night I pick you up from school, 'cause you’re my [G]steady date, 

but from [D]Monday through to Friday [D7]night I leave you [G]at the gate, yeah. 

You know [C]we can't have to much fun till [G]all your homework’s done, 

but when the [A]weekend comes she [A7]knows where we will [D]be, [D7]yeah ! 

  

Kissin' in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you,[Am] 

holding hands to[D]gether, you and [D7]I, holding hands to[C]gether, oh [D]yeah! 

Smooching in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you, [Am] 

we could stay [D]forever you and [D7]I, we could stay for[C]ever you and [Cm]I, 

Hug[G]ging and a kissin in the [D]backrow of the [C]moo…[G]vies. 

 

Oh, I sit [D]alone at night and watch [D7]TV, but I still [G]think of you, 

and [D]now and then the gang drops [D7]by, we share a [G]joke or two, yeah. 

You know they [C]don't knock on my door, after [G]Friday night for sure, 

 ‘cause when the [A]weekend comes they [A7]know just where I'll [D]be, [D7]yeah! 

 

Kissin' in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you,[Am] 

holding hands to[D]gether, you and [D7]I, holding hands to[C]gether, oh [D]yeah! 

Smooching in the [G]backrow of the [B7]movies on a Saturday [C]night with you, [Am] 

we could stay [D]forever you and [D7]I, we could stay for[C]ever you and [Cm]I, 

Hug[G]ging and a kissin in the [D]backrow of the [C]moo…[G]vies. 

 


